
Category: Tactical: Possession
Difficulty: Moderate

Redz Mor, edgewater, United States of America
Individual-Adult Member

FC Teaneck Lesson Plan Week 6 Possession

Set Up:
8 yard grid with 5 players around the outside.
Instructions:
Outside players must keep ball away from inside defender.
When ball is won players switch out.
Play two touch.
Progression
One touch.
Pass and follow.
Must take three or more.
one touch two touch pattern.
Coaching points:
Move ball quickly; Be deceptive;Be creative(flicks etc)Timing and
weight of pass.Accuracy.

Basic Rondo 5v1

Set up:
20x25 grid
players with a bib or different color vest must tag a player without a
ball.
players with ball use ball to help teammmates.
players must decide to pass or keep the ball.
Players must decide to run or look for a ball from a team mate.

Get a ball

20x20 grid
Two feeders on the outside of square.
players inside of square.
One player is allowed out of the square and is unopposed to
receive ball on half turn.
He then must get back into the square or the ball back in and then
play into far feeder to score a goal.
It is basically 2v2 ina small square to targets but must play into a
square first with only one player allowed out of the square to play
on the half turn.

Possession game 2v2 with feeders



Objective: Develop decision making skills in a 3v2 situation
Activity: Divide into two teams. In above diagram, White is
attacking while Navy defend. Navy defender will start the play by
trying to play a ball on the ground to their player on the other end
line. White will intercept and start attack. As soon as White
intercepts, Navy target can come to help defend from behind.
Player 1 should drive at player D. Players 2 and 3 should decide
whether their run should be supporting run or penetrating run. If D
wins the ball, attack the two mini goals. Play for 4 minutes at high
intensity, then change sides.
Coaching points: Passing and receiving techniques. Check your
shoulders with defender coming from behind. If play stalls going
forward, can we pull ball back, get shape again and find space to
attack again. Coaches should coach offside. Can we take
advantage of the one defender? What kind of runs should be
made in relation to the ball? Can we make good decisions?
Coach in the moment and do you best to let the game flow letting
players experiment with what works and doesn't.

3v1 to Small Goals w/trailing defender (15 mins)

Play Regular Game.

Regular Game
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